*Welcome*

White paper

WebUSD is the future of virtual
money for the global financial
ecosystem
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ABOUT US
There is an enormous amount of extreme volatility,FOMO, selling
out, and inflation in the current altcoin landscape.
A deflationary asset and stable token with dumping protections and
monetary incentives for holding is thegoal of WUSD.
It has features such as an anti-dump tax, holder rewards, and
burns on every transaction. It is autility token.
Additional burns and reward systems, such as yield farming/staking,
airdrops, and NFT drops, are being considered and will be implemented
into the tokenomicsof WUSD.
A number of community features, such as private groupswhere new
projects are announced and incubated, as well as governance, are made
available to WUSD membersthrough membership.
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WHY CHOOSE
WUSD
WebUSD Digital plans on becoming a blockchain enterprise specifically
designed for global payments. WUSD is a fully decentralized ecosystem
with peer-to-peer transactions developed on the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC).
Our goal is to yield long-term Return-on-Investments (ROI) for WUSD
holders.
WUSD is a non-mintable deflationary token, and holderscan receive a
3% monthly interest for holding tokens.
WUSD digital has a 5% auto-burn fee on every transactionIn addition to
this, WUSD holders also receive a 5% redistribution fee on every
transaction.
Additionally, WebUSD Digital reperforms smart contractaudits to
ensure security. We also have a community-driven platform, where
the community makes crucial decisions.
WUSD has also imposed an anti-dump tax of up to 10% to prevent large
dumps. An NFT marketspace is also providedby WUSD, where users can
mint NFTs at a low fee. We can also buy or sell third-party NFTs. WUSD
holders will further gain rewards for bidding and pricing NFTs
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WHY BINANCE SMART
CHAIN
ERC-20 projects are unable to conduct any microtransaction
payments on Ethereum due to high Ethereum gas fees.
This makes it impossible to use the Ethereum network forone of its main
applications.
WUSD was RE-deployed on The Binance Smart Chain with thepurpose of
improving DeFi users.
This ensures that transactions, staking, and NFTS trading are all carried
out at the lowest possible costwhile keeping the maximum possible yields.
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WUSD TOKENOMICS
TOKEN NAME:WebUSD
TOKEN SYMBOL:WUSD
TOKEN DECIMALS:18
TOTAL SUPPLY: 1,000,000,000 WUSD
TOTAL TO SALE: 200,000,000 WUSD (20%)
AIRDROP: 200,000,000 WUSD (20%)
LIQUIDITY LOCK: 400,000,000 WUSD (40%)
TEAM: 50,000,000 WUSD (5%)
HODLING REWARDS: 100,000,000 WUSD (10%)
BURN RESERVE: 50,000,000 WUSD (5%)
Sale price: 1WUSD = (0.0000025BNB-$0.00075)
listing price: 1WUSD = (0.0005BNB-$0.15)
Airdrop Holders can only allowed to sell 10% monthly
ANTI-DUMP MECHANISIM
Max sell is 1000 WUSD Per week
single transaction limit is (50 WUSD)
5% of Fee will be burnt after every transaction
3% of Fee will be distributed to all Holders of ABOVE 100WUSD 5% of Fee will
be distributed to all Holders of ABOVE 1000WUSDAPR of Holders Staking
WUSD will earn up to 250% Per year.
CONTRACT(BSC):0x4b12dDE5Db1330c0471879700eF016B275eEaF7f
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WUSD TOKEN
UTILITY
Deflationary
The WUSD BEP-20 contract does not have a mint feature.Since its
introduction, the WUSD has been completely deflationary. A percentage
of each sale is burnt, and burn events will be organized on a regular
basis to further diminish the total supply. As a result, the overall supply
of tokens decreases over time, making them more scarce.
Passive Rewards
after every WUSD transaction made on the BSC blockchain,5% FEE is
redistributed to all holders. Also, By simply holding WUSD tokens ,
holders collect 3% fee passively as a reward. These rewards will
automatically be reflected in the holders wallet balance. You can also earn
an apr of up to ~250% Yearly ROI for staking WUSD/ BNB in our Pool.
Anti-Dump Tax
To deter massive dumping, an additional progressive tax is applied on
every sale, according to the amount sold,and is burnt.
For most sellers, this cost will be insignificant, butfor major sales, it
might be up to 5% of the overall sales price (approaching approx . 1
percent of total supply).
This charge is burned, reducing the total supply evenfurther.
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STAKING AND LIQUIDITY
POOLS
STAKING
You can stake WUSD/BNB and a range of other cryptoassets at
our pool.
This puts your assets to work while also providing youwith an annual
APR estimate.
Staking WUSD tokens on our platform will provide youwith an
annual return (APR) of approximately 250 percent.
LIQUIDITY POOLS
By adding their tokens to liquidity pools, or "LPs,"users can
contribute liquidity to WUSD pools.
When users add their tokens to a liquidity pool, theywill receive LP
tokens.
(WUSD version of liquidity provider tokens).
For example, if you combine WUSD and BNB in a liquiditypool, you will
receive WUSD-BNB tokens.
The number of tokens you receive represents your shareof the WUSDBNB liquidity pool.
Additionally, you can withdraw your liquidity at anytime to redeem
your funds.
Provision of liquidity is not without risk, as you maysuffer a temporary
loss.
“In other words, the difference between storing tokensin an AMM and
in a wallet is impermanent loss.”
However, it is not all bad news for liquidity providers
,as you will be compensated with trading fees.
When someone trades WUSD, they pay a 0.2 percent commission, 0.33
percent of which goes toward the swappair's liquidity pool.
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WUSD TOKENSALE
INFORMATION
WUSD PRESALE
Start Date
July 10, 2021 (00:00AM GMT)
End Date
August 30, 2021 (00:00AM GMT)
Available tokens forsale
200,000,000 WUSD
WUSD Tokenprice
1BNB = 400,000 WUSD
1 WUSD = 0.000003333 BNB
Min Buy: 0.01BNB
Max Buy: 10BNB
SOFT CAP: 1000BNB
HARDCAP: 2000BNB
• If Tokens are sold out at a really fast rate, afterevery 100,000 tokens

sold the price after each WUSD purchase will be increased by 1% to
make tokens more expensive and achieve hard cap (faster)
• If Tokens are sold out before end of first presaledate, then crowd
sale will kick off immediately
• If Hardcap is reached during Presale, Or Crowd sale,The tokensale
will be halted immediately and unsold tokens will be burnt
• If Tokens are not sold out completely at the last dateof the crowdsale, all
unsold tokens will be burnt as well.
PANCAKESWAP & BAKERYSWAP LISTING FOLLOWS
IMMEDIATELY AFTER CROWDSALE. PRICE: 1WUSD = 0.00001
BNB ($0.1USD)
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January 2020

WebUSD RaodMap

Found the Idea
Research the project


January 2021

Developing the Project
Developing the Project


July 2021

Launch Token
Launch (Token smart contract creation on BSC, Airdrop distribution $ Presale, listing on Pancake Swap)


September 2021

Listing on multiple exchanges
(RE-Listing BSC TOKEN on CoinGecko, CoinMarketCap & other trust lists, First NFT drop ).


November 2021

Smart Rewards Launched
Rewards program for yield farming , staking program , and Hodling, and Fees Launched).


January 2022

NFT Marketplace & Launchpad
Low Fee NFT Minting Facility and Marketplace.and accessible to members of the WebUSD Finance
(RE-Listing BSC TOKEN on CoinGecko, CoinMarketCap & other trust lists, First NFT drop ).
November 2021

Smart Rewards Launched
Rewards program for yield farming , staking program , and Hodling, and Fees Launched).
January 2022

NFT Marketplace & Launchpad
Low Fee NFT Minting Facility and Marketplace.and accessible to members of the WebUSD Finance



January 2020

Found the Idea
An Idea can change your life


January 2021

Developing the Project

Developing the Project


August 2021

Launch Token
Launch (Token contract creation on B.S.C, Airdrop distribution $ Presale, listing on Pancake Swap)
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URGENT INFORMATION TO
NOTE
DURING PRESALE, WE URGE EVERYONE NOT TO BUY ANY FORM OF WUSD FROM
PANCAKESWAP.

The reason for this is that LP can be added to a pancakeswap for our token or a Fake WUSD
Token by someone we don't know, and when people buythese WUSD tokens from a
pancakeswap, the person can remember the liquidity he/she added, resulting in the loss of your
funds as well. strongly recommend our members not to trade on pancakeswap even with a very
high eye trading chart. only purchase WUSD from the official source, which is https://eusd.network/get.
Another reason we do not recommend purchasing from Pancakeswap is that if you disobey this
order and purchase from Pancakeswap, your referrer (the person who invited you to the
platform) will not receive the referrer bonus that was supposed to be sent to him/her.
Attempting to buy from a PCS is claiming 100%, which we avoid by allowing people to buy from
our website so their referrers can gain 100%
.
for Example,
4000WUSD can be purchased from the website for 0.01BNB.You will receive4000 WUSD, and
your referrer will also receive 4000 WUSD.
if You purchase 6000WUSD from pancakeswap at 0.01BNB, and you receivethe entire
amount while your referrer receives nothing.
The referrer may later issue a complaint if she invited someone to purchase WUSD and did not
receive anything in return. The person decidedto buy from pancakeswap.
(Say, for the reason, to obtain more tokens.)
We have made an order to blacklist all addresses that purchase from Pancakeswap by the end of
the presale and before the listing, which is on August 30th, 2021. We also do not keep track of
our users wallets. we just execute a function and all wallets, and sub wallets that hold WUSD
bought from pancakeswap before 29th gets banned from trading WUSD! (Thismeans that you
cannot send or receive WUSD tokens.) the WUSD remains stuck in the wallet forever, but you
will be able to send out BNB and other tokens.
If you are thinking of buying, or you have already bought some WUSD frompancakeswap, you
can avert getting blacklisted by selling off the exact number of WUSD you bought back to
Pancakeswap and buying them from the official website. Addresses have not been blacklisted yet!
So you'll be able to sell it before August 29th, 2021!
Following the presale, we will set our price for the pancakeswap with Huge Liquidity at $0.25.
the price on pancakeswap will be updated from what it is currently to a high of $0.25 and our LP
will be locked and stable, so the initial Little Lp that was added will not matter a great deal to the
coin price even if it is removed by the person who added it.
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TERMS AND DISCLAIMER
Careful Research and due diligence should be made when interacting with
projects or networks involved in token sales. The buyer or investor should
completely understand that his/her contribution may not result in a
valuable or usable token, and the value of such contributions is subject to
partial or complete loss of the investment.
Any possession of WUSD does not grant the user any rights in WUSD the
corporation or its afﬁliates, including but not limited to any rights of
ownership, interest, proﬁt, redemption, property or intellectual property,
decision-making, or any other such rights, such as ﬁnancial or legal rights.
WUSD can be used for protocol and ecosystem governance that has
nothing to dowith the company or its subsidiaries.
The WUSD Protocol, which is a completely functional network, uses
WUSD tokens as functional utility tokens. The WUSD tokens aren't
considered securities. Tokens purchased with BNB are non-refundable.
WUSD tokens are not intended for speculation. WUSD makes no
guarantees about future success or value, including no guarantee ofintrinsic
value, no guarantee of continued payments, andno guarantee that WUSD
will hold any specific value.
WUSD tokens are not company shares and do not grant any rights to the
company. WUSD tokens are sold as a functional good, and all funds earned
by the Company areavailable for spending without restriction.
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Thank You For Reading.

https://webusd.digital

https://twitter.com/webusd_digital
https://telegram.me/wusd_chat
https://github.com/webusd/webusd.digital

